Are there other reasons you joined the TOPG that are not listed? If so, please specify:8 responses
Improve my photographic skills and enjoy & appreciate the work of future friends.
General knowledge
no
I enjoy photography and feel that a club can offer a wide range of experiences.
To learn the newest, latest and greatest in photography. But, I'm a bit disappointed with this aspect. The
group needs some new - and maybe younger - members.
PAticularly like the info and subjects discussed at the meetings
competitions
To find other 4x5 film shooters.

Notn

Not important to very important

Not important to very important

No improvement to significant improvement

Unfair to Very fair
What other information about the monthly challenges would you like to provide?27 responses
Looking forward or future field trips.
Learn the camera's settings and post processing techniques for photos
Quality of judges is highly variable
After judging, display merit winners images as a review.
Most judges are too lenient in scoring.
For me the critique is more informative than the ribbons (print night).
To see a photo and hear why a photo is "good" or "bad" or areas that are good or could use
improvement.
I’m an amateur photographer, and feel at a great disadvantage competing against professionals in the
competitions. It would be more equitable to have separate judging for amateurs and for professionals.
Cap the number of images reviewed at 50
It would be interesting to me to have a judge mention things that could be done to improve a photo and
then the next month have a before and after (side-by-side) to see the impact of the comments
In addition to the theme, add an "anything got" category
I would like to see more interesting subjects for each month, as we used to have a couple years ago. The
topics lately have been to general. I would also like to have a presentation or lecture on the topic before
the challenge - as we did a couple years ago. I REALLY miss Nancy's and other people's mini lectures!
Like them the way they are

It runs OK as is
The DCC topics this year are too specific and narrow minded.. Topics should be open ended , so all
genres can participate.
The ability to ask the judge(s) questions on their image assessment criteria
I would experiment once a year with limiting entrants to one photo and having the critique be more indepth.
Print competitions should only be with print entries. No digital entries.
More feedback by judges
I enjoy the lesson on the topic and then the follow up critique as good and bad examples.
Not only do I learn from evaluations of my photos, I learn from evaluations of others.
I like seeing pictures I can admire done by other members
I hate when the photo contains a beautiful scene and the judge say he/she can't find a subject. The
entire scene is the subject!
I know finding judges is difficult. We have excellent photographers in the group (Hutch, Pete S, Larry W,
etc.) who could easily judge once in a while. No, they could not submit a photo for that month, but their
input as judges would be invaluable.
Topics too vague in many cases, rather just unassigned submissions every month
Give judge an opportunity to present the category/topic in advance, either at a previous meeting
(Program or regular) and/or in a writeup on the website, or email, etc.
Have some technique topics (backlight, macro,...) in addition to subject topics (airplanes, patterns,...)

Not informative to very informative

No improvement to significant improvement
What other or additional instructional topics would you like to see presented?26 responses
Never tried night photography of the night sky.
Night photography and black & white photography
Portraiture, Competition improvement or strategies
maybe special session for beginners in lightroom cc
Unfortunately most members are much more experienced than I am, and dont need the beginning level
of instruction that I'm working on.
Lighting, portrait photography, advanced post processing techniques
astrophotography or night photography
Landscape & animal composition.
introduce the newer post processing software programs
More "how to" lectures on technique (e.g., night photography, low light, macro, fast moving subjects)
A comparison of the various photo editing programs would be of interest. (including pros and cons).
I find that all subjects are interesting - ones I am familiar with bring new ideas - ones that are unfamiliar
can pique my own interests.
Sports, Astro, low light, wildlife, food, macro

1. How to use Instagram. 2. How to shoot for Black & White 3. Android phone photography and editing
on the phone. 4. Drone photography. 5. How to add your "signature" or a watermark to photos. 6. A
field trip assignment with a critique after.
Night photography, time lapse
Posing, full body photographs, outdoor photographs of people
Provide time during the meeting to ask the judges questions about equipment, technique, "how to", etc.
What are the elements of a winning image?
Post-processing techniques and demonstrations.
I would enjoy more lectures on improving my photography and less emphasis on competitions
Digital processes, and smart phone photography.
Post processing help
1- A street photographer was recently removed as a "influencer" with Fuji because of his lack of ethics.
Perhaps a discussion on the ethics of street photography? 2- When I first joined Hutch did a very brief
lecture on how to add a moon to a photograph. Additional lectures on post processing (snippets only)
might be helpful. 3- Perhaps discuss some of the various smart phone programs out there such as
Snapseed, etc.? 4- Maybe one time do a lecture on smart phone photgraphy and then next month we
submit pics taken with the smart phones?
closeup/macro techniques
tips on post processing, especially with Lightroom and Photoshop.
abstracts, perspective
strategies for increasing depth of field

Do you have any additional comments regarding the lectures?17 responses
I prefer a 15 minute time limit for each.
Keep them coming, many thanks
It would be good to have N/S or other option as I really cannot comment on the lectures as I rarely
attend
you guys are selfless and generous with your time.
I like skill based lectures with quick tips we can apply or try the next day or next shoot.
Need a wider group of presenters
I think that the club does a good job.
Bring them back at the monthly member meeting, even if short. Stopping them was/is a huge mistake
Thank you for asking! (Please eliminate the 15 minute break, and allow people to mingle before the
meetings.)
No
The instructions have been repeating itself. Maybe new speaker will be great although Nancy is superb.
A lecture on Ideal Digital image management Workflow would be useful including archival storage for
future access,, image processing for different outputs such as web and prints, etc.
Quality over quantity and no disrespect to Nancy Lehrer but more example than her.
I enjoy them and wish I had time to attend more of them.
The lecture one month followed by submittal of photos to comport with the lecture the following month
has been very helpful to me. When that does not occur and we only judge photos, the benefit of the
TOPG is greatly diminished for me.
have not been in long enough to respond
Give guest judge an opportunity to present when and if they are interested.

Other than landscape and street photography, do you have any other SIG topics you would like to see
TOPG offer?31 responses
Macro
Candid people phography
none in particular
Night photography and black & white photography techniques
Portraiture
Travel, historical photography techniques.
astro or night photography , drone photography, portrait photography, local area landmarks
photography
animal
closeups for creative images.
Travel
Not sure - film group?
Macro photography
Night sky photography, night photography in general
Wildlife, astro
Drone photography. Cell phone photography.
Like past weekend photo trips such as Death Valley few years ago
I don't do Street

Currently I am too busy at work. One SIG is plenty for me.
Still life, Macro
Lightroom and post-processing
Post Processing (Photoshop)
Post Processing
travel photography
Abstract Photography, Minimalism Photography, Architecture Photography.
Photoshop skills
Astro
Sports photography
It may be possible to have a monthly (or semi-monthly) meeting where people can bring in photos, have
one of the more experienced photogs assist in editing, providing deeper critique of photos, etc.
birding and wildlife
Basic landscape, current seemed too advanced for me.

What additional field trip activities are you interested in?20 responses
any available
National parks
Street, travel, landscape
local landmarks, touristy landmarks, downtown LA cityscape or other city scape scenes from variety of
vantage points under variety of circumstances including full moon, holidays lights and fireworks , local
sunset locations like Piuma Rd
Death Valley
The general ones we have are good. I can see repeating them.
Any great landscape areas
Not sure. Carpooling may be helpful for trips to LA.
Wildlife, landscape
I am not interested in shooting flowers or birds - but I understand that many members enjoy it.
Big Sur. Yosemite
Unsure what to answer
Trips to Alabama Hills, Joshua Tree, Death Valley
Environmental Portraits, Nature, Wildflowers, Shoreline Village in Long Beach, Death Valley, Joshua Tree
Nat'l Park.
Long Beach Harbor

Seascapes
volleyball tournament, night photography downtown,
I gotta say I am not a real fan of shooting photos in a large group.
???
Boca Chica reserve and La Jolla cliffs for birding, Oxnard harbor and beach area

What new field trip venues to you recommend?12 responses
I liked the idea of travel to oxnard/ Ventura.
LA city scapes from variety of vantage points, Griffith Park, Hahn Park,
Gardens, seashore
Trips to historical areas which are local, local events and fairs, parades - things that happen nearby.
Travel is not always easy for me.
Death Valley, Poppy Reserve, Joshua Tree, Point Fermin/LA Harbor, Kenneth Hahn Park, Kelso Dunes,
Calico Ghost Town
Getty Villa
Sunrise/sunsets at the sea. Garage sales. Animal shelters. and dog parks. Kid's sports tournaments.
(especially little kids). Industrial areas where people are working. Artist studios. And more local venues
rather than long hauls. Except the occasional Anacapa Island and other get-ways.
Big Sur. Yosemite
National/state parks
Annenberg Center for Photography, Venice Beach, SM Pier,

Environmental Portraits, Nature, Wildflowers, Shoreline Village in Long Beach, Death Valley, Joshua Tree
Nat'l Park.
night photography downtown

If you answered "yes" to lead a SIG, program meeting, field trip or any other volunteer activity, please
provide your name and email address here.25 responses
Emmanuel Casaje / iworks63@gmail.com . I would be willing to share something on landscape
photography during the general meeting and Sig.
Unforttunately cannot volunteer at the Moment but appreciate those who do
Dolmack@gmail.com, Denny Olmack
Alison Mytych mytychfive@yahoo.com
Bob Ritzman blkritz@sbcglobal.net
I work with the print committee and help with our social activities.
I will be happy to volunteer and participate on a greater level once I am retired. Currently with 50+ hour
work weeks there’s not much left of me for volunteering at this point but I do look forward to
contributing on all levels once I have the time.
pete.scifres@sbcglobal.net
Randy Hall, ydnar1@aol.com
Scott Jones, s.jones92120@gmail.com
Terese Schwartz villagedwellers@yahoo.com (but I not available in the winter months)
A program on tethering and I would like to help someone with their presentation.
(This should be a required field if any of the above are checked "Yes") Mike Reyburn
I have volunteered for five years. Time for someone else to step up.
Alex Mladenovic (alekml@verizon.net)
I do volunteer now.
Already long term print committee volunteer.
Larry White fotobud@earthlink.net
I am in charge of membership for the club.
Debi Aquino - designerdeb@mac.com
I presently coordinate all the field trips through the Meetup Site.
I have already done that and the comments were very flattering.
Am currently volunteering. I'd set up a SIG where we do deeper critique of our photos....if there was an
interest and we could get the better photogs in the group to particip;ate.
Frank Perrotta fperrott944@gmail.com

already do print committee
Do you have any other information or suggestions to improve the TOPG? 28 responses
Wow. What a comprehensive survey.
I hope to be more involved in the club this year
None at this time. Many thanks to all who make these great meetings possible. Wish I had more time to
offer to volunteer.
Portraiture SIG group
I love the club, just wish I could be more involved. Thanks
hands on lessons in using Photo pills and TPE apps on smart phones
Thank you for all you do for the club and making it exciting for the members!
Even though I live out of state now, I am still very interested in the group and hope I can attend a couple
of meetings a year and continue the relationships I have developed in the club.
I enjoy short presentations from the judges of their photos or interesting photos.
Love the group!
Health issues force me to not commit to big time allotments - otherwise I would be glad to do more. I
think this is a great group and resource for photographers.
Strive for more standardization of presentations at the monthly member meetings. Require Hosts to use
same deck template (it looks terrible that each Host has a different template each month). And require
Hosts to go back to using FastStone Image Viewer. The odd borders around the images that keep turning
up also look terrible, and reverting to the use of FastStone would eliminate this. Some of the Hosts could
use more training, and of course actually pay attention to it.
Have workshops on post production with LR or Elements
Get more new people involved! But, keep the regulars too.
It at this time
Our club is a great one.
To encourage more participation, announce the number of meeting participants vs. the total TOPG
membership to provide everyone some indication on the small number of members who DO regularly
participate
No
I am very new. I am very impressed with the group. I am looking forward to learning more from the
group. Thank you.
Focus on “quality” general meeting with good lecture, topic and critique. This is the brick and mortar
foundation of the group.

TOPG should have business cards that club members can carry with them to hand out to potential
members they meet. This may increase the club's membership.
Thank you to all the volunteers that make it happen. I still work and have difficulty attending and
submitting images as much as I would like. I do spend time perusing many photographers on Youtube
and learn quite a bit there, but there is nothing like personal contact with others to advance personal
knowledge.
No, I think you're doing quite well without changing anything.
1- The lecture / photo submittal process is key to my satisfaction with the TOPG. 2- I see now that
someone is using our FB page to advertise their travel photo business. The steering committee should
take a look at that practice.
club should provide specific guidance on preferred communication services. It seems scattered to me.
no
Buy a better projector. Allow judges to view projected images also on a computer monitor while
critiquing. The projected image is often poor quality. Continue to encourage members to volunteer.
Otherwise, the club is great, and at a bargain price. Keep up the good work.
equipment exchanges or selling opportunity

